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Reference Photos 
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Introduction 
The reference photo for the mug and coloured pencils is my own and the reference for our 

little mouse/hamster comes from Pixabay https://pixabay.com/en/animal-attractive-

beautiful-brown-1239128/. I printed the cup at 8x10 inches and then printed the mouse at 

3.5 x 5 inches (9x13 cm). In relation to the cup, I think our little critter is probably closer 

to hamster size than mouse size, so please feel free to make your little critter a bit smaller 

if you like. I made him bigger so that you could really appreciate the cute eyes.  

 

I have completed this artwork using the Xerox Nevertear paper. It is a white polyester 

paper that looks and feels very much like drafting film or Duralar. The Nevertear paper is 

only available in bulk and please don’t feel that you can’t complete this tutorial without 

this paper, as the drafting film will give almost identical results, the only real difference is 

that the Nevertear paper is an opaque white so you don’t need to back it in the same way 

you need to back the translucent drafting film/Duralar. The synthetic papers have both 

advantages and disadvantages. I found it really easy to get those glossy eyes, the detail in 

the fur and to scratch out whiskers on the Nevertear, but rendering smooth surfaces such as 

the pencils and the black mug proved much more tricky so you may find it easier to work 

on a smooth surface such as Bristol Board if you aren’t used to working on the polyester 

surfaces. 

https://pixabay.com/en/animal-attractive-beautiful-brown-1239128/
https://pixabay.com/en/animal-attractive-beautiful-brown-1239128/
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Nevertear is available from different distributors within each country and can also be 

found on Amazon. When drawing on this surface, you will find that tiny lines appear when 

using a light touch with your pencils. These lines disappear with subsequent blending and 

layering but it is something to be aware of (this image has been highly magnified to show 

you the lines). In this artwork, where some areas didn’t have a lot of blending and 

burnishing, you can make out the texture lines, but I don’t think it detracts too much. 

 

One of the reasons I love working on a synthetic surface is the ability to scratch into the 

pencil pigment to create highlights and whiskers and you can see we use this on the mouse 

and for the highlights on the cup. I have created a colour swatch comparison of four 

different synthetic surfaces so you can see how similar the Nevertear is to the drafting 

film. You can also see that the coloured pencils give a more muted look on the Yupo as 

compared to the other supports. 

 

If you prefer working on a non-synthetic surface, then you can use a smooth HP 

watercolour paper or Bristol Smooth board, but you will need to either reserve all your 

whites first or erase them as you go.  

 

Whether you are buying the Nevertear, drafting film or the Duralar it is always best to buy 

the heaviest weight your budget will allow. They are all durable, tear resistant papers but 

can be prone to creasing in the lighter weights if not handled with care. 
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Drafting film, Duralar and Nevertear are all made from 100% polyester. They are archival, 

stable, and non-yellowing and are extremely receptive to coloured pencil. These synthetic 

surfaces generally only accept about 4-5 layers and are not suitable for the heavy 

burnishing and blending techniques often used with coloured pencil, however it is possible 

to achieve very rich colour saturation with a heavy single application of coloured pencil.  

 

In Australia, you can purchase the Nevertear from Fuji Xerox, within the US, you can 

purchase it on Amazon and Xerox outlets and within the UK, you can also purchase it on 

Amazon. These prices on Amazon are very competitive but are for the lighter weight 

Nevertear – you will need to do further research if you want to buy the heavier weight 

reams of this paper.  

 

You will find drafting film available at most large art supplies stores and also online. 

When working on drafting film, I use Grafix double matte drafting film. Within Australia, 

it is only available in the 0.003” weight (75 Micron) and you can buy it in single sheets 

from Draftex. In the US, Grafix offers either a student grade drafting film in pad form 

under the name of Dura-lar, or their artist grade film, which can be bought either by the 

sheet or roll from Dick Blick’s. The Duralar has a smoother surface than the drafting film 

which means on the downside that it doesn’t accept as many layers as the toothier drafting 

film, but on the upside,  you will find your work stays cleaner as it accumulates less dust. 

Within the UK, drafting film is sold under the brand name Polydraw and this can be 

purchased in pad form on Amazon. 

 

 
 

A sample of drafting film with a coin behind it. 

 

http://www.fxshop.com.au/supplies/fuji-xerox-australia-premium-never-tear-a4-145mic-pk100-003r98091.html
https://www.amazon.com/Xerox-Polyester-Paper-Sheets-3R12363/dp/B0013C9AUK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Xerox-003R98058-Premium-Nevertear-Paper/dp/B008BHVEFE
http://www.draftex.com.au/p/papers-film-for-manual-drawing/drafting-film/drafting-film/?gclid=CjwKEAjw6szOBRCF2sPTjfrJuXASJADDOLEFCtNnQVeuMe-BQSMvTqPtwmFAr-0Eb697jP89C5UGFBoCWPnw_wcB
http://www.dickblick.com/products/grafix-drafting-film/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Polydraw-050mm-Double-Matt-Leaf/dp/B0090LNG7O
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Materials List 
 

If you would like to use colours very similar to the ones used here, but don’t have these 

brands, I do offer a Colour Pencil Conversion Chart available from my website which will 

guide you as to which colours may be substituted when working between different brands. 

 

• 9x12 inch Nevertear Paper/Drafting film 

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos (FC): 101 White, 102 Cream, 103 Ivory, 107 

Cadmium Yellow, 109 Dark Chrome Yellow, 111 Tangerine (Cadmium 

Orange), 113 Orange Glaze, 120 Ultramarine, 125 Dark Magenta, 127 Light 

Carmine, 131 Medium Flesh, 132 Light Flesh, 137 Blue Violet, 140 Light 

Ultramarine, 144 Cobalt Blue-Greenish, 146 Sky Blue, 152 Middle Phthalo 

Blue, 157 Dark Indigo, 162 True Green, 171 Light Green, 178 Nougat, 179 

Bistre, 82 Brown Ochre, 192 Indian Red, 194 Purple, 199 Black, 230 Cold 

Grey I, 231 COLD Grey II, 233 Cold Grey IV, 234 Cold Grey V, 247 

Indanthrene Blue, 266 Permanent Green, 272 Warm Grey III, 280 Burnt 

Umber, 283 Burnt Sienna,  

o Caran D’ache Luminance (CDL): 001 White, 077 Burnt Ochre, 120 Violet, 

61 Light Blue, 350 Purplish Red, 470 Spring Green, 504 Payne’s Grey 30%, 

508 Payne’s Grey, 571 Anthraquinoid Pink, 599 Crimson Aubergine, 662 

Genuine Cobalt Blue, 810 Bismuth Yellow, 820 Golden Bismuth Yellow,  842 

Raw Umber 10%, 872 Burnt Ochre 10% 

o Caran D’Ache Pablos (CDP): 080 Carmine, 91 Light Purple, 170 Azurite 

Blue, 211 Jade Green, 280 Ruby Red, 371 Bluish Pale, 403 Beige, 404 

Brownish Beige, 470 Spring Green, 493 Granite Rose,   

• Kneadable eraser 

• Tombow Mono Zero eraser 

• White transfer paper and an embossing tool (if using the Nevertear paper) 

• Backing board (if you are using drafting film) eg. White illustration board, white 

polypropylene card, white mat board plus a darker backing board for working on the 

lighter areas. 

• Photo corners or preferred method for attaching film to backing board (for drafting 

film only) 

• Fixative (optional) 

• Paper towel to rest your hand on and prevent skin oils from affecting your surface. 

• A soft brush for brushing away pencil dust 

• Slice Pen knife (this is completely optional and is used if you decide to use a surface 

where you scratch out highlights and detail). The Slice Pen knife is a craft knife 

with a ceramic blade and is available from Dick Blick’s. This knife has a less 

damaging blade than an exacto knife but still allows you to scratch out detail.  

 

http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.dickblick.com/products/slice-pen-cutter/
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I was also sent one of the newer knives from the Slice range and used that throughout this 

tutorial as well. You can find that knife at Dick Blicks as well. 

 

 
 

 

 
Transferring your Image 

 

Use your preferred method to transfer you image to your drawing surface. I used drafting 

film and a light box, placed the reference photo under the film and traced a light outline. I 

did the mouse first and then worked the mug and pencils around the mouse. I then used 

white transfer paper and an embossing tool to transfer the image to the Nevertear paper. 

Because we are working from two photos, you might find it easier to use my outline 

drawing, rather than trying to create an outline from the two photos. It is better to use the 

white transfer paper if you can. It only gives a very light outline, but it saves trying to 

erase unsightly lines at a later stage.  

 

 
Outline Drawing 

https://www.dickblick.com/products/slice-ceramic-craft-knife/
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The Mouse 
 

 
 

The eyes were drawn using only the (FC) Black and the (FC) Cold Grey V and this close-

up shows you the placement of the colour. Because I am working on the white Nevertear, I 

haven’t applied any white to the highlights and used the ceramic blade knife to scratch out 

the detail and give the highlights extra clarity. If you are working on the drafting film or 

even a tinted surface, then use the (FC) White and mark in those lightest areas first.  

 

The nature of synthetic and polyester surfaces mean that you will get a richer, more 

opaque black if you use a sharp pencil, with a heavy hand and do a single solid rather than 

trying to build your darks. Later on, when we work on the mug, you will see that the darks 

are a bit more blotchy and uneven once I start using multiple layers.        

 

I’m often asked about the best way to render fur. Some people like to do an underpainting 

and then add the fur detail over the top and this definitely can be the quickest way to 

render fur. I prefer do individual stokes for each hair and layer the strokes to give the fur a 

multi layered look. In the next image, I started with the (FC) Ivory and (FC) Light Flesh to 

add some light hairs just beneath and above the eye. (FC) Bistre was then used to add all 

those light brown hairs you can see. Be sure to watch the direction and length of the hairs 

as you work. The darker hairs have been added using (FC) Burnt Umber with a sharp point 

and the mid brown hairs are added using (FC) Nougat. The (FC) Burnt Umber has been 

used to soften the outline of the eye                    
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The next thing we do is to take the (CDL) Raw Umber 10% and blend and drag some of 

the lighter hairs into each other. I used this colour a lot on our little mouse but not until 

each section was just about complete. The Luminance pencils are beautiful for blending 

colours together on the polyester surfaces, but you will find it very hard to add detail or 

layer over the top of them. Because our mouse has some tiny black and dark brown hairs, 

you want to be sure of adding most of those in before you start blending with the (CDL) 

Raw Umber. 

 

If you are used to working in a heavy-handed way and have decided to use the Nevertear, 

Duralar or drafting film to complete this artwork then you will most likely find that you 

have to radically adjust your touch with the pencil. Unless you are rendering a solid 

colour, and if you are intending to layer, then your pencil marks need to be added with a 

feather light touch. If you have never worked with these surfaces before then I strongly 

recommend you have a bit of a play first and get used to the way these surfaces accept the 

coloured pencil. I have seen some people get discouraged and give up on the polyester 

surfaces because they feel so different to paper but if you can master the feel of the 

synthetic papers then I am sure you will enjoy working on them. 
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These images have been magnified and enlarged quite a bit to show you the detail in our 

mouse. Here, you can see where I have continued to use all the same colours used before 

to add further layers of fur. I have also used the (FC) Black to add some of the fur up from 

the nose. If you look closely, just above the left eye (on the right as we look at it) you 

might be able to see a light section that is now resisting any further detail because I used 

the Luminance to blend and was a bit too heavy handed. One way around this is to use 

your ceramic blade knife and very gently scratch some of the pigment away and it should 

then be a little more receptive to more pencil lines – if you look at the next image, you can 

see that this area has softened somewhat.  

 

(FC) Burnt Umber was used to add in the eye lashes and to mark in the ears. One thing 

you might notice, when you compare the reference with my drawing, is that I have 

changed the shape of our mouse. In the reference, he has quite a long face, but I wanted to 

make it shorter and fatter to give him a little more appeal. Don’t be afraid to do this with 

your references to give your critters more appeal. If you prefer though, you can draw your 

mouse exactly as it appears in the reference. 
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Continue to layer and add more fur and for the greyish areas between the eyes and up 

towards the top of the head, we introduce (CDP) Brownish Beige and (FC) Warm Grey 

III. 

 

The right ear was coloured using (FC) Black for the darker rim and bringing the colour 

inwards and then (FC) Burnt Umber on the inside rim of the ear. (FC) Ivory, (FC) Bistre 

and (CDL) Raw Umber 10% were then used to fill the lighter section in the middle of the 

ear, dragging to the two darker sections towards the middle. We will later go back and add 

some highlights to the ears with the ceramic blade knives. 

 

I have used the (FC) Light Flesh and (FC) Cinnamon to add the very tip of the nose. 
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Our little mouse is starting to take shape now. I have continued to layer, using all the 

colours used so far and if you look closely, you can see the little white hairs that I have 

scratched out with the Slice knife. This really helps to soften your fur and give it a more 

realistic look. I used a very gentle hand when scratching out the hairs near the nose as they 

are barely visible and we really just want them to be suggested rather than very obvious. 

 

The tips of the nose has had its colour intensified with the addition of (FC) Purple and then 

this was blended using the (CDL) Anthraquinoid pink for the pinkish tip followed by 

(CDL) Crimson Aubergine as you move up towards the dark fur of the nose. 

 

If you look at the right cheek (on the left as we look at it) and compare it to the previous 

image, you can see where I have used the Tombow eraser to bring it in a little and make it 

less fat. You can adjust the fatness of the cheek to suit your taste. In the next image, much 

of the soft coloured fur has been done using the (CDL) Raw Umber 10% but as we 

discussed already, be sure to add your darker colours before first before blending with this 

pencil. 
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The left ear is outlined with (FC) Black and the reddish brown section has been coloured 

with a combination of (FC) Burnt Sienna and (CDL) Burnt Ochre. Once the darker brown 

hairs have been added to the ear, then use the (CDL) Raw Umber 10% to blend and soften 

the greyish areas around the ear. The pale flesh colours in the ear have been added and 

blended with the (CDL) Burnt Ochre 10%. I then used the ceramic blade to scratch out 

some tiny white hairs. 

 

Next, we move onto the little paws and these are first outlined using the (FC) Burnt 

Umber. The tan sections in the middle of each claw are coloured using (FC) Bistre and 

(FC) Brown Ochre. The reddish shadows have been added in using a combination of 

(CDL) Crimson Aubergine and (CDL) Anthraquinoid Pink. All these sections are then 

blended with the (CDL) Burnt Ochre 10%. You can see her that my outlines aren’t clean 

or perfect but once we go around them with the darker colours of the mug beneath, they 

will have more clarity. The fur between the paws has a bit more gold than the rest of the 

fur and this has been added with the (FC) Brown Ochre. 
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The Pencils 
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I can’t say I was a hundred percent happy with the smoothness of these pencils and you 

will probably be able to get a smoother look if you are working on a non-synthetic paper 

but if you don’t look too closely, then the overall look is still reasonably realistic. I will go 

through, pencil by pencil and explain which colours were used and the principles for 

application of colour are pretty much the same for each one. 

 

1. GREEN 

 

This was one of the most difficult of all the coloured pencils to render because the green 

was a hard one to match and so it needed a bit of blending and layering. The pencils that 

came out looking the best were the ones with the least amount of layering, so if you want 

your pencils to look smoother than mine, then don’t worry about matching the hues 

exactly – simply pick a colour and then adjust the tones of that colour. Most pencils have 

three variations of tone. 
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I started with the (CDP) Spring Green and applied this colour to the entire pencil apart 

from the wood at the tip. I then used the (FC) Permanent green and added in the darker 

outlines to show the hexagon barrel. Now, I really want you to learn from my mistakes – I 

used my small ruler and a fairly heavy hand to apply the outlines and then I later felt that 

the outline was too severe but had a challenging time making it less defined and softer so I 

caution you to add any outlines with a gentle hand.  

 

As mentioned, I did use a little ruler to do all my straight lines because I don’t trust myself 

to do them freehand, but you feel free to use whatever method works best for you. The 

(FC) Permanent Green was then used to add some of the darker shading you can see along 

the barrel and at the tip of the pencil. Many of the pencils have a white highlight along the 

very tip and it can be helpful to add this in first using your (FC) White, and a firm hand, 

and this will help your surface to resist the application of further colour, leaving a nice 

highlight for you.  

 

I then used the (FC) Light Green to add mid green tones and to try to blend the layers 

already added. There is a touch of bluish green at the base of the green pencil (where it 

reflects the blue pencil next to it and this has been added with the (FC) True Green. 

Finally, I used the (CDL) Spring Green in an attempt to blend and smooth the colours 

further – not quite as successful as I would have liked but you get the idea.  

 

The wood at the top of the pencil is really easy to render. (FC) Cinnamon is the perfect 

colour to add your base layer of colour and make sure your pencil lines follow the 

direction of the wood grain. (FC) Light Flesh is used for any lighter areas of wood grain 

and (FC) Medium Flesh is used for any pinkish areas. I then use a combination of either 

(CDL) White (for the lightest areas) or (CDL) Burnt Ochre 10% to blend and smooth the 

rest of the wood grain.  

 

If you look very closely to the wood tip of the green pencil you can see some pale reddish 

lines, and these have been very gently drawn in with the (FC) Indian red and the helps to 

give the wood a more realistic look.  

 

Some of the pencil tips have a touch of white at the base (where the lead meets the wood) 

and if this is the case, then use your (FC) White with a sharp point and draw this in. 

 

2. DARK BLUE 

 

The middle section of this pencil has a light layer of (FC) Dark Indigo applied first and 

this was then blended with a heavily applied layer of (CDL) Violet. The lighter blue 

sections were applied using gentle layers of (FC) Light Ultramarine, followed by (FC) 

Blue Violet and then (FC) Cobalt Blue-Greenish. These same colours were applied to the 

very tip of the pencil as well. The lighter layers were then gently blended using the (CDL) 

Genuine Cobalt Blue. 
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3. RED 

 

Moving down to the next image where we work on the red pencil. I started with a base 

layer of (CDP) Ruby Red. (FC) Dark Indigo and a touch of (FC) Black were used to add 

the shadow between the red and green pencils and then the red colour was enriched and 

deepened with the (FC) Light Carmine applied with a heavy touch.  

 

If you look closely at the wood of the red pencil you can see it reflects some of the green 

of the adjacent green pencil and this was added after the usual wood colours using (FC) 

Permanent Green.  
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4. LIGHT BLUE 

 

This was another tricky colour to render because I couldn’t find a blue that exactly 

matched the colour I was after. I started with a very light application of (FC) Sky Blue, 

followed by a heavier application of (CDP) Bluish Pale. I then used the (CDL) White to 

blend these blues together and to soften the overall colour.  

 

You will notice that the pencils in the rear are slightly out of focus as compared to those in 

the front. To soften them a little, I used the (CDL) white and blended the outline of the 

back pencils ever so slightly so that they didn’t look as crisp and clean. 
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5. PINK 

 

Colours used on the pink include a base layer of (CDP) Light Purple, followed by (FC) 

Dark Magenta for the darker shadows and shading. The lighter sections were blended with 

a touch of (FC) Medium Flesh and (FC) White. 

 

6. PALE AQUA 

 

Colours used for this pencil include a combination of very gently applied (CDP) Bluish 

Pale and (CDP) Jade Green and these were then blended with the (CDL) White. There is a 

tiny blue shadow at the top of this pencil which was added with the (FC) Cobalt Blue 

Greenish. 
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7. YELLOW 

 

This was another pencil that gave me a bit of grief because of the tan shadows. 

Unfortunately, I went in a bit too heavy handed with my initial layers of yellow and you 

can see how they are then resisting the application of beiges and greens for the shadows 

giving a slightly blotch appearance. Although I did the yellow colours first, I would 

suggest that you use a gentle hand and add very light layers of (FC) Bistre and (FC) 

Nougat (for the tan areas) and (FC) Permanent Green for the greenish hues before you go 

in heavy handed with the yellows. 

 

Yellows used on this pencil include a base layer of (FC) Cadmium Yellow and this is then 

blended and enriched with the (CDL) Bismuth Yellow. Use the (FC) Orange Glaze to add 

a touch of orange where the orange and yellow pencils rest against each other. 
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8. ORANGE 

 

The orange pencil was coloured with a base layer of (FC) Tangerine (Cadmium Orange), 

followed by a more heavily applied layer of (FC) Orange Glaze for the darker orange areas 

and then the rich, red shadows were added with a heavy application of (FC) Light 

Carmine. 

 

9. MEDIUM BLUE 

 

Colours used for this pencil include the (FC) White to apply the highlight up the middle of 

the pencil and (FC) Black was used for the shadow between the blue and yellow pencils. 

Blue colours used include a base layer of (FC) Light Ultramarine and this was then 

blended and smoothed with the (CDL) Genuine Cobalt Blue. 

 

10. YELLOW 

 

This yellow pencil had a highlight applied first with the (FC) White and an orange shadow 

was applied either side with the (FC) Orange Glaze. Yellow colours used include a base 

layer of (FC) Cadmium Yellow and then (CDL) Bismuth Yellow was applied to the lighter 

side on the left and (CDL) Golden Bismuth Yellow was used for the darker shading on the 

right. 

 

11. BURGUNDY 

 

This pencil had an initial layer of (FC) Purple applied. There is a blue highlight on the 

right upper section of this pencil, and this was coloured with the (CDL) Genuine Cobalt 

Blue. The darker sections were then deepened and enhanced with the (CDL) Crimson 

Aubergine.  

 

12. AQUA BLUE 

 

This pencil had a very light layer of (FC) Middle Phthalo Blue added, and the lighter front 

of this pencil was then blended with the (CDL) Light Blue. The dark blue shadow along 

the right-hand side of the pencil was shaded with a heavy application of (FC) Cobalt Blue 

Greenish. 

 

13. DARK YELLOW 

 

We now move onto the next image and this darker yellow pencil had a base layer of (FC) 

Cadmium Yellow and then the darker shading running down each side of the pencil was 

done using (FC) Dark Chrome Yellow. The lighter yellow was blended with the (CDL) 

Bismuth Yellow and the darker yellow with the (CDL) Golden Bismuth Yellow. 
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14. TEAL 

 

The main colour used to render this pencil was the (CDP) Azurite Blue. (FC) White was 

then used to add a highlight up the middle of the pencil. If you look closely at the right 

edge of this pencil you might be able to make out a golden green shadow and this has been 

added with the (FC) Permanent Green.  

 

16. RED 

 

(FC) Light Carmine was used to add the base layers of this red pencil. (CDP) Carmine was 

used to deepen the red in the darker areas. (FC) White was used to add some highlight to 

the lightest parts of this pencil and (FC) Indigo Blue was used to add in the shadow on the 

left-hand side.  

 

 
 

17. LILAC 

 

(CDP) was used for the base layers on this pencil and then white was used to burnish and 

blend. 
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18. CARMINE 

 

The white highlight was added with the (FC) White and then a base layer of (FC) Purple 

was applied with a heavy hand. Darker shadows were added with the (CDL) Crimson 

Aubergine and the left side of the pencil was given a lift with (CDL) Purplish Red. (FC) 

Black was used to add the darker shadow between the red and carmine pencils. 

 

LEMON 

 

Last but not least, there is a lemon pencil lying between the red and carmine pencils and 

this was coloured with the (FC) Cream.  

 

The Mug 
 

 
 

Now if I had my time over, I might have chosen a different mug for this artwork. I wanted 

something that had a bit of interest and thought that the dark reflections would be fun to 
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render – challenging is probably a better word but at least you can learn from my mistakes. 

I have used the (FC) Black but for once we are using a blunt point. You want your marks 

to be soft and muted, not clearly defined, so that when we add further layers, they will 

merge together, and we will lose the pencil marks you can see in the above image.  

The right side of the mug had a base layer of (FC) Dark Indigo used, rather than the black. 

This was then followed with a layer of (FC) Cold Grey II to the right on the lighter parts of 

the mug. (FC) Nougat and (FC) Cold Grey IV were introduced as you move left towards 

the black. We don’t want a completely solid colour, but we don’t want our pencil marks to 

show either and the way we do that is to constantly change the direction of our strokes as 

we apply layers over the top of each other. Once you have applied the colours I mentioned 

already, you can go back and adjust the hues, darken in some areas, overlap in others, so 

that you end up with transitions that are relatively smooth but still show some texture. 

 

 
 

In the image above I have almost completed the body of the mug and I am really hoping 

you don’t encounter some of the issues I had. The reddish stripe and shading you can see 

in the middle section of the cup have been added using (FC) Purple and (FC) Crimson 

Aubergine. The white line was applied with a sharp (FC) white and a heavy hand and then 

the rest of that middle section had a final heavy application of black applied. I then used 
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the Tombow eraser to lift out some of the highlights you can see in this dark section. The 

left side of the upper mug has had further layers of (FC) Dark Indigo applied over the 

black and then as you move to the lighter sections on the left, I added some (FC) Cream.   

 

The white rim at the top of the mug was drawn in with a heavy application of (FC) White 

and it wasn’t until later that it occurred to me that there probably should have been a 

shadow beneath the head of the mouse, so if you get a chance, use a mix of (FC) 

Cinnamon and (FC) Bistre to add some shading between the paws of our little critter to 

indicate a shadow.  

 

When rendering the base of the mug, I thought it would be better to add the lighter colours 

first and then build up to the darks and this was where I hit all sorts of problems because it 

ended up looking very blotchy and uneven. At that point I had to erase the whole of the 

bottom of the mug which then took away some of the tooth of the surface. I didn’t want to 

start the piece from scratch again so persevered on, but I’m sure you will be able to get a 

much smoother look to your mug than I was able to achieve. Use the (FC) Dark Indigo and 

a very gentle hand to apply your first layers to the base of the mug. As you move towards 

the far left of the mug, introduce some (FC) Cinnamon and then lightly layer over this 

with the (FC) Dark Indigo. The base of the mug probably has about 5 or 6 very light layers 

and so other colours used here include (FC) Payne’s Grey, (FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Bistre, 

(FC) Cold Grey IV and moving down to (FC) White as you get to the bottom of the mug.  

 

I then used a mix of (CDL) Payne’s Grey, (CDL) Payne’s Grey 30% and (CDL) White to 

softly blend the colours together. If you go too heavily at this stage, you will end up with a 

blotchy finish. I then used the ceramic blade knife and the Tombow eraser to lift out the 

white highlights you can see on the body of the mug. 
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Moving onto the handle and all the black areas were drawn in using (FC) Black with a 

sharp point and a heavy hand so that you get a nice opaque black. The grey areas of the 

handle were a mix of (FC) Dark Indigo, (FC) Warm Grey IV, (FC) Payne’s Grey and then 

(FC) Cool Grey II for the lighter section at the top right of the handle. This lighter 

highlight was then blended with the (CDL) White and the darker areas were blended with 

the (CDL) Payne’s Grey 30% and (CDL) Payne’s Grey. Again, the highlights were lifted 

with the eraser and the blade. 

 

The shadow beneath the cup was rendered using a very gentle layer of (CDP) Brownish 

Beige, and then as you move out to the lighter sections of the shadow, introduce (CDP) 

Beige and (CDP) Granite Rose. These colours are then worked back and forth over the top 

of each other until you have fairly smooth transitions from the darker parts of your shadow 

to the lightest. I then took the (CDL) White and gently burnished the shadow, including 

the edges so that the overall look was nice and soft. 

 

The final thing to do (and the most fun of all) is to take your ceramic blade knife and 

scratch out all those little mouse whiskers. If you have never done this before then try first 

on a practice piece so that you get a feel for the pressure required to get your whiskers just 

the right width. Study the length and direction of the whiskers as well. The length and 

curve of each whisker will vary slightly. 
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At this point you can apply some fixative if you desire. Most coloured pencils adhere to 

the synthetic papers quite well with minimal smudging. The workable fixative will give 

your artwork more permanency, but the spray will may leave a slight glaze over your 

artwork, which is only apparent in very bright lights (this is less obvious on the Nevertear 

than it is on the drafting film). Again, this is something you should test on a spare piece of 

drafting film. A word of caution when fixing some colours as bleeding can occur. The 

only colours I have had problems with are some of the lighter purple colours, such as lilac 

and violet.  

I often get asked about whether I back my drafting film artwork onto a firmer surface, as 

the drafting film is quite a lightweight material. I used to back the film onto white 

polypropylene card using Jac paper (double sided adhesive paper). This process does give 

a lovely seamless and sturdy look to your finished piece, but can also be fraught with 

problems if air bubbles and dust get between the adhesive paper and the drafting film. 

These days I use the Photo corners and slip the drafting film into each corner which is then 

attached to a smooth white surface such as white illustration board, the white 

polypropylene card or Bristol board. On completion of the work, you can then slip the film 

out to brush away any dust or dirt that may have slipped in behind your work while you 

were working and then pop the film back into place. 

 

 

Thank you for purchasing this tutorial and Happy Drawing! 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 

 
 
 

Completed Artwork 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 
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